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Held on Friday 2nd November 2018 at Icon Room, Te Papa, Wellington at 1.30pm
President - Good Afternoon to you all and a very warm welcome.
Announcement
Before we start this afternoon, I have an announcement to make. It was brought to my attention on
Monday (this Monday just gone 29th October) by the Christchurch Conference Co-Ordinator, that
some of the items from the Guild Property box were unable to be located. It is very regrettable that
among those items missing is the Guild’s Table Drape which is irreplaceable and the vase stands
among other things. I am just as distressed about this as all the sighs in the room. I have
contacted Addington in the hopes that it will be retrieved. They came straight back to me and they
have said that as soon as the Christchurch Conference Co-Ordinator returns to Christchurch they
will be looking into it. I will keep you informed.
I would ask you to please turn off your mobile phones, as often this will interfere with the recording
of the meeting which is being recorded as we speak right now. So, could we please turn off all
mobile phones.
When you wish to speak this afternoon, please hold up your Branch name and wait until you
receive a microphone before speaking. Please give your Branch name first and then your name.
At the conclusion of the meeting, please return the voting cards to the cards to the packs and leave
them on your chair and we will collect them. Thank you.
Welcome
On behalf of the Executive committee it is a privilege to welcome all delegates and observers to
the 32nd Annual General Meeting of the NZ Cake Decorators Guild Incorporated. Of our 41
Branches we are represented here today by Delegates from 31 of those Branches. 3 Proxys have
been appointed, sorry 2 Proxys. We had a late registration and now that branch is able to come.
There are 7 Branches not represented. I think that is very good.
Please now stand and observe a few moments silence for those who have suffered serious illness
or bereavement this year. Thank you.
Present
Bev Carter, Debbie Turner, Judith Crosland, Dorothy White, Shona Ross & Marrian McGonigal.
Delegates from 34 branches and a number of observers.
Apologies
I now ask our Secretary, Dorothy, to read out any apologies. Beryl Madsen Ries, Tauranga and
Libby Reveley, Redwood.
Moved that these apologies be accepted.
Dorothy White, Secretary/Julie Ede, Redwood. Carried.
Selection of Scrutineers
I would now like to select the scrutineers and because our Conference this year is in the North
Island we want 1 scrutineer from the North Island and 2 from the South Island. Can I call for a
scrutineer from the North Island first please. Tina Fleet, Petone. Thank you. Can we have 2
volunteers from the South Island please. Joy McKenzie, Foveaux and Jean Kirby, Eastern
Southland. Thankyou.
Moved that the volunteers be accepted as Scrutineers
Bev Carter, President/Wendy Harland, New Plymouth. Carried
The Vice President, Debbie Turner, took the scrutineers to one side and give them instructions on
procedures.
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President - I would also like 2 volunteers to man the microphones. Gaye Seymour, Tauranga and
Colleen Holdt, New Plymouth. Thank you. Your services will be required when we call for
nominations from the floor and discussion points and open discussion time. I would ask you to
hand the microphone to the person with their hand up who would like to speak and if you wait until
you’ve got the microphone in your hand before you speak then everyone will be able to hear what
you are asking from us.
Minutes
Minutes of the Annual General Meeting. I would like to ask Dorothy our Secretary to speak.
I move the minutes of the Annual General Meeting of the NZ Cake Decorators Guild Incorporated
held on 27th October 2017 be taken as read.
Dorothy White, Secretary/Diana Clark, Canterbury. Carried
Are there any amendments to those minutes that somebody would like to speak to? There are no
amendments.
Are there any matters arising out of those minutes? No matters arising.
Correspondence since 27th October 2017
Inwards
President
Waitakere CDC
Nominations & Profiles
Napier
NZCDG Inc.
Nelson
Christine Willoughby

Approved AGM Minutes 2017
Correction to President’s 2017 Report
Executive 2018 Nominations & Profiles
Discussion Point
Remit
Remit
Response to request for clarification of
nominations
Dunedin, Marlborough & North Shore branches Proxy & Instruction information
Highland
Query re Remit
Marlborough
Withdrawal of Proxy
NZCDG Inc. President
Annual Report
Outwards
President
All Exec, Branch Secretaries
& Treasurers
Lone Members
Aoraki, Cake Art Taranaki, Hamilton,
Marlborough, North Canterbury, Southland,
Taieri Plains, Tamaki
Christine Willoughby
All Branches
Dunedin CDC
Marlborough

AGM Minutes 2017 for approval
2018 AGM Agenda, Executive Nominations,
Plaque titles, Discussion point, Remits,
Friday timetable & Guidelines for Delegates,
EOY Financial Accounts
AGM Agenda & EOY Financial Accounts
Proxy Information
Request for clarification of her nominations
Notification of Christine Willoughby withdrawal of
Committee nomination
Confirmation of Proxy received
Acceptance of Proxy withdrawal

I move that the Outwards Correspondence be confirmed and the Inwards Correspondence be
received
Dorothy White, Secretary/Vicky Lee Smith-Butters. Carried
There were no matters arising.
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Financial Report
Treasurer - Judith
I move that the Financial Report of the NZ Cake Decorators Guild Incorporated for the 12 months
to 30th June 2018 be adopted.
Judith Crosland, Treasurer/Julie Ede, Redwood. Carried
Branches wishing to ask questions at the AGM regarding the Financial Report were requested to
do this so that we were pre-advised by the 26th October 2018.
There was one question that we received from Canterbury.
Canterbury Guild enquiry relates to expenses and it reads as follows:
‘I refer to the Financial Statements for the 12 months ended 30 June 2018: page 5 ‘2017
Christchurch AGM & Conference’.
The Canterbury Guild enquiry relates to the expenses:
Net 2017 Christchurch AGM & Conference (3044.67)
Please advise the expense type and attributed amount for the ‘Operating expenses’ figure of
$5539.37.
2017 Christchurch Workshops ($538.43)
Please advise the expense type and attributed amount for the ‘operating expenses’ figure of
$1494.97.’
Treasurer’s Reply to Canterbury:
Financial Statements for the 12 months ended 30June 2018: page 5 “2017 Christchurch AGM &
Conference”.
Operating Expense ($5539.37) is made up as follows:
USB $701.99
Advertising $260.87
Lucky Cakes $428.67
Service Club Donation $350.00
Demonstrators Notes $1392.00
Postage/Courier $10.87
Stationary $64.67
Float $300.00
Cancellation Conference Refunds $588.66
Ex-Gratia Payments $250.00
Demonstrators Sundry $161.25
Meals $1030.39: 17 people comprising of Demonstrator’s and Partners /Executive, Breakfasts,
Dinners: Wednesday/Thursday/Friday/Sunday/Monday night.
Christchurch Workshops ($1494.97) is made up of:
Demonstrators Payment for workshops $1120.00 ($20.00 per person).
Materials $345.05
Meals $29.92
Refunds for members Workshop Cancellations $69.57
The budget for a Conference is based on the estimated 250 people attending. Base cost $149.00
per person. As only 183 registered, the base rose to $175.16. To encourage attendance, we
reduced the registration fee to $170.00, $5.00 less than previous year on the estimation.
Saturday Dinner was also subsidised by $5.00 for the same reason. 156 meals $780.00
The cost of venue hire often appears reasonable, however as most conference venues insist that
only their A/V equipment suppliers can be used, the actual costs are much greater. At the time of
doing the budget the A/V had not been fully sorted. It was estimated $7000.00 including GST
actual cost $7914.30 A/V only. This did not include recording of the demonstration which added a
further $4151.50.
Door takings and Trade tables were also down. I hope this has answered your question.
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Diana Clark, Canterbury - Our concern was because the venue was free of charge last year, we
just wondered just how it ran at a loss.
Treasurer – one thing that needs to be realized is that we are working over a 2-year period so that
one year we bring the money in for the period and the next year we are paying the bills. The
venue costs are made up of a lot more. You’ve got your trestle tables, tablecloths, A/V and a lot of
other things that are part of those costs.
Diana – we realise that you were probably budgeting for a lot more people attending than actually
registered and came to conference.
Treasurer – Yes, that’s right.
President - the Treasurer has recommended to all Branches that subscriptions for the year
commencing 1 April 2019 be increased from $32 to $33 for General and Lone members and for
overseas members up to $49.
Would anyone like to comment on these increases?
Rosemary Ballard, Wine Country – I don’t feel the $1 increase is enough. When I read the
Financials, I feel that it needs to go up further to cover the cost of the running of the Exec.
Bonnie Henry – Napier - Napier members feel the same as Wine Country, they feel the subs
should go up to at least $35.
Josie Durney, Petone – we agree that $35 is a better number and that a $1 increase isn’t going to
make that much of a difference and more of an increase would be more beneficial.
Is there anyone who would like to speak for the increase just being $1.
Lyn McAlonan, Geyserland Rotorua – we believe that $1 is sufficient because if you are finding
that we are losing member, if you are going to increase the money people that are struggling are
not going to pay it so therefore you won’t have increased membership but decreased.
Nikki Roosing, Redwood – we agreed that $1 was fair enough. It was stated at a previous
conference that the subs would go up $1 every year but if you start increasing it too much anybody
using these discretionary funds, if you’ve only got so much there will be people who just say no
and won’t be a member any longer.
Diana Clark, Canterbury – in our guild we only have one member who is under age 60 so most of
us are on superannuation and quite happy with the $1 increase at this stage.
You’ve heard the comments for and against, in your packs you will find your voting cards.
We have had 7 for the fees being raised to $35 and we have had 21 agreed to $33.
All those in favour in the fee now being raised to $33 please raise your green card. 27. All those
against. 2. I’d like to move that the fees will be raised from $32 to $33 for the year beginning 1
April 2019.
All those in favour please say aye. Against. None. Carried.
President’s Report
Bev Carter presented her report and moved it be accepted (included at the end of these minutes).
Bev Carter, President/Sarah Moore, Gisborne.
Election of Officers
In your packs you have a listing of those who have been nominated for positions. As I am standing
for the position of President, do I have the meeting’s permission to hand the chair to the Vice
President.
All those in favour please say aye. To the contrary. Carried
President - Vice President, Debbie Turner – I now declare the position of President vacant. There
are two nominations for President. Bev Carter, Tauranga and Christine Willoughby, Tauranga.
Branch Delegates, in your pack you will have a white voting paper for the position of President with
both names on it. Cross out the person you do not want to vote for. While they are being counted,
I will hand the chair back to the President to continue. Thankyou.
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Vice President - President – I now declare the position of Vice President vacant. There is one
nomination for Vice President and that is Shona Ross from Christchurch. There being no other
nominations I declare Shona Ross elected Vice President of the New Zealand Cake Decorators
Guild Inc. for 2019. Applause.
Secretary – President - I now declare the position of Secretary to be vacant. I call for nominations
from the floor. We had one late nomination that came through which needs to still come from the
floor. Jenny Thomas, Tauranga – Tauranga Branch wish to nominate Sharlene Fraser to the
position of Secretary. Do we have a seconder for that please? Bonnie Henry, Napier. Thankyou.
There being no other nominations for Secretary I now advise Sharlene Fraser, she is now the new
Secretary for the New Zealand Cake Decorators Guild Inc for 2019. Congratulations to Sharlene.
Applause. Is Sharlene with us? No she is judging.
Treasurer – President - I now declare the position of Treasurer to be vacant. There have been two
nominations for Treasurer. Debbie Turner, Franklin and Michele Barnett, Tauranga.
Vice President - I now declare Bev Carter elected as President of the New Zealand Cake
Decorators Guild Incorporated 2019. Congratulations. Applause.
President - Thank you everyone for your vote of confidence. It gives me much pleasure to be your
President for the coming year.
President - I would like to ask Bonnie our Magazine Editor to come up to the microphone and read
her Magazine Editor’s Report.
Magazine Editor’s Report
Bonnie Henry presented her report and moved the report be adopted.
Bonnie Henry, Magazine Editor/Elaine Goldthorpe, Whangarei/Carried
Thank you very much Bonnie. Applause. Bonnie is just great to work with.
President - I would like to declare the Treasurer of the New Zealand Cake Decorators Guild Inc. for
2019 to be Debbie Turner. Applause.
We can now move on to Committee. As we now have Shona Ross as our Vice President and
Debbie Turner as our Treasurer, we have one sitting on the committee and that is Marrian
McGonigal. We need three. I would like to call for nominations for committee from the floor
please.
Julie Ede, Redwood – Nikki Roosing, Redwood/Maureen McNamara, North Otago
Michele Barnett, Tauranga - Julie Ede, Redwood/Rosemary Ballard, Wine Country
Elaine Goldthorpe, Whangarei. Ruth McGarvey, Whangarei/Sarah Moore, Gisborne.
We already have on our committee Marrian McGonigal and we are looking for two more for
committee.
Please write Michele Barnett, Julie Ede & Elaine Goldthorpe.
Elaine would you like to stand up and say who you are?
Elaine – “I’m Elaine! Generally known as ‘the mouth’ from Whangarei mainly because Dorothy
was at our conference and hadn’t got any voice so I became the mouth. I love this Guild. It’s a
family Guild, it’s important that we keep it light, pleasant and enjoyable and I think that is really
important. You might have to give me a kick up the backside occasionally but I don’t mind that’s
what you need to do sometimes.“
Is Michele here? No, she is judging.
Julie – “I’m Julie from Redwood. I have been a member of the Redwood Guild basically from it’s
inception. I love, adore whatever we all do. I love teaching people and helping people and just to
give back to this Guild what it has given to me.”
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President - We have those three people written on your piece of paper. Would you please cross
out one of them as we need two.
Judges Co-Ordinator’s Report
Christine Willoughby presented her report and moved the report be adopted.
Christine Willoughby, Judges Co-Ordinator/Nikki Roosing, Redwood/Carried
President - I would now like to announce our Committee for NZCDG Inc 2019: Marrian McGonigal Napier, Elaine Goldthorpe - Whangarei and Julie Ede - Redwood. Applause. Congratulations
ladies and welcome to our team.
General Business:
In your packs you now have the plaque title for 2019. Our votes this year are for Clowns, Pirates &
Winter Wonderland. We need you to choose one of those. While these are being counted, we will
move on to the remits.
Remit 1
The first is submitted by the NZCDG Inc. Executive committee and I would like to ask Dorothy if
she would present that remit on behalf of the Executive.
We wish to replace the following:
Paragraph No 9 n. (Administration)
We wish the Remit to read:
Minutes of the Annual General Meeting and Annual Accounts of the Guild shall be published
immediately following presentation at the Annual General Meeting, in the most economic way
possible, e.g. email to Branches, NZCDG Inc website members’ page or upon application to the
Secretary.
Do we have a seconder? Kamila Ryantova, Marlborough.
Dorothy, would you open the debate by presenting the rationale?
Our reasons for submitting the Remit are:
The Executive believe that in the interest of savings, costs and keeping up with the times, the most
economical way of distributing the AGM Minutes is via email, the NZCDG Inc. website or individual
post upon request.
The cost to print and post the AGM minutes in the magazine is $718 (current) which is in excess of
$1 extra per member and we are aware that many members may not be interested in this
document. All Branches have email or the NZCDG Inc. website available to them and can
distribute to their own members. Any member is able to request a copy upon application to the
Secretary.
Do we have a seconder for the rationale? Jackie Davey, Franklin.
Would the seconder like to speak? Jackie Davey, Franklin. We think it’s a very good idea,
excellent idea.
Kamila Ryantova, Marlborough. We definitely agree that the paper version of the AGM Minutes is
not necessary to be posted in the magazine and we can certainly upload this from the website or
Secretary via email.
Desiree Thiart, Nelson. I am definitely for it to be emailed to us to cut down on costs.
Is anyone against?
Julie Ede, Redwood. Our members have asked if the copy upon request is from the Secretary of
the NZCDG Inc or the Secretary of your own Guild?
Dorothy – well the NZCDG Inc. Secretary would supply it but if your Branch Secretary had it they
could forward it to you as well so either/or. Julie – they wanted to know if they went straight to the
NZCDG Inc Secretary rather than their Branch. Dorothy – we can change it to NZCDG Inc.
Secretary if you like. Thank you, Julie. So, has that now been changed to add some words?
Dorothy -yes, I’ve added in before the word ‘secretary’, ‘NZCDG Inc’.
President – does that make it clear? Is everybody in favour of that? Aye. Anyone against that?
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No. Carried
Our Plaque for 2019 Conference in Nelson is going to be Winter Wonderland. Applause.
Remit 2
Submitted by the Nelson Cake Decorators and Sugar Artists – would you like to present your remit
please.
Maureen Grage, Nelson:
The Annual General Meeting of the Guild will be held on the Friday of the middle weekend of the
October Secondary School holidays.
President - Do we have a seconder for the remit please. Wendy Harland, New Plymouth
Does the seconder with to speak on that?
Wendy Harland - I do consider that it is very expensive to hold our conferences and having held a
conference in New Plymouth years ago, we found it worked really well and would I think be a lot
cheaper. The timing as far as we are concerned can be adjusted for anybody without great
difficulty.
Maureen Grage, Nelson
Rationale:
1. The cost of Hotel conference facilities has become too expensive to allow affordable
conferences for many members.
2. The hire of Secondary School facilities would be considerably cheaper than some other
venues.
3. By using Secondary School facilities, clubs in smaller centres might well be able to have
the opportunity to host a conference, thus relieving the pressure on clubs in larger centres.
4. The middle weekend of the holidays would alleviate any clash with timetables, therefore
allowing an easier setting up of conference.
Sarah Moore, Gisborne – I note that flights are through the roof in the school holidays and
especially from a smaller place like Gisborne it becomes quite an issue.
Kamila Ryantova, Marlborough – This is what we have discussed with Marlborough members
pretty much the same about the air fares we agreed that travel costs usually go up over the school
holidays making the trip potentially more expensive. We also thought that during the school
holidays younger Guild members or public members may have other plans scheduled for that time
and that may cause decline in the number of people attending conference. The other one we
discussed was from past experience was meeting the health and safety requirements and this can
sometimes be a problem.
Elaine Goldthorpe, Whangarei – with respect to the age of the vast majority of us, up in Northland
in particular but I’m sure it happens across the country, our age group are very often looking after
grandchildren during the holidays. So, there’s the thing of the cost of going down anywhere at that
time of year but in the holidays many many of our members are involved in looking after
grandchildren and are therefore unable to attend.
Christine Start, Napier – Napier Guild feel that in the school holidays in the smaller provincial towns
there is not always schools that have boarding facilities either and often in the holidays there are
often higher fees for establishments when they hire them out.
Jackie Davey, Franklin – we also agree with everything that has been said but there is another
aspect too. Apparently, a lot of these schools now, their insurance doesn’t cover and we found
that they have night classes as well and they don’t often cater for something like we want because
the Public Liability is just too high.
Maureen Grage – in reply – we do accept all that you have said. I would just say that last weekend
I went online and looked at Air New Zealand flights for October next year and they would only give
me 3 weeks of flights and I looked at Nelson to Wellington just as an example and there was no
increase over the school holidays to any other days in the rest of the time that they gave me. They
vary every day and Wednesday seemed to be the most expensive day that I could fly from Nelson
to Wellington. I understand that that would mean maybe booking a little earlier and it might be
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difficult for people but that was just an example I thought I would bring to you. A second example
is – obviously we have boarding schools in Nelson and having spoken to people from one of the
Boarding Schools, they are quite happy to take outside interests and conferences during the
holidays. I can only say what we have found. Thank you.
President – we have listened to the remit, we have listened to oppositions to the remit with varying
things from grandparents with grandchildren, flights, to insurance to the availability of schools in
smaller areas, we are going to vote. Hold up your green cards for a yes for this remit to be
accepted. Hold up a red card for a no. Any abstains. That is a clear no, so the remit does not go
through.
I now declare the remit lost.
Discussion Point from Napier.
Bonnie Henry, Napier –
The Discussion point from Napier Cake Decorators Guild. Napier has no fee in mind but give
examples to be considered.
For Conference competitions that there be a small charge for entries in the Conference
competitions to offset costs incurred in organising the competitions. i.e. prizes, printing, meals and
afternoon tea as required for all judging personnel.
Fee examples could be –
 no higher than $5 per entry
 $5 for the first entry with $3 each additional entry
Conference competition is the only NZCDG Inc. competition which has no fee for entries.
President - Thank you Bonnie. Think carefully about this as each presenting Delegate will be given
the opportunity to speak only once at a Discussion Point unless you are presenting new material.
Jenny Thomas, Tauranga – our Guild agreed with this concept as a Discussion Point and we
would like to ask that it goes forward for further consideration to look at a variety of options and just
to be aware that it could present a negative response also and deter entries and we are aware of
that but we felt that it was of value and further discussion is required.
Kamila Ryantova, Marlborough – we agreed a small charge for entering the competitions at the
conference would help offset the costs of organising the competitions. The options that we prefer
would be the $5 first entry with $3 for any additional. Also, we would suggest that maybe the
individual Guilds would support their competing members by paying the fees for them using the
Guilds funds which would be an incentive for those who would decide to enter the competitions as
well as a gesture of appreciation of their effort.
Jackie Davey, Franklin – yes we agree with this as well and are quite acceptable with the $5 entry
or the $5 and $3 additional. We feel that for prizes and printing, yes, but it was discussed that
meals and afternoon teas weren’t included. I’m sorry Judges.
Josie Durney, Petone – just as a note from helping run the Wellington Competitions I know that Jo
does a lot of admin work accepting all of the admissions for the sake of $5 & $3 which is a lot of
extra workload for whoever is accepting and working out all the entries comparatively to when it is
normally … we are already paying $200 for conference and it’s a little bit different when it is the
Wellington Competition when it’s a like a decent amount that’s going towards helping fund the
competition but we are already paying all this money here anyway. I feel that $5 and $3 doesn’t
really make that much of a difference all up but is just making more work for the Exec.
President – A question has been asked as to how many entries we normally get. Answer, this year
there is around 120 entries.
Ann Shields, Auckland Central - 100 -120 entries, I don’t know if that is light this year but that is like
$500-$700 – that’s welcome.
Kamilla Ryantova, Marlborough – I feel that the money that we pay for the conference actually
pays for other things to do with organising and all that so maybe the two shouldn’t be mingled
together. I remember from last year there was a big struggle, with emails from the Exec to get
people to donate prizes or to get some money from the Guilds, get some sponsors on board so I
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would say if we pay some fee that would take all that struggle away that would be funds for the
prizes and would help how this is going to be sorted out.
President – I now give Napier the right to reply before we close this discussion.
Bonnie Henry, Napier – I was hoping not to have to reply. All the negatives Napier has considered
but they feel that the fee will greatly assist with the funding difficulty that the National Guild has.
Thankyou.
President – thankyou. The Discussion Point has now closed and will go back to the Executive
committee and if we think more about it and want to put it out to the branches then we will do so.
Thankyou.
Conference Venue 2020
Taupo Cake Decorating Guild have advised that they wish to bid for Conference 2020. Taupo
please come forward to present your invitation.
Taupo – Hi everybody, my name is Julie Jackson and I’m from Taupo Cake Decorating and Sugar
Art Club and this is my friend Janine and our other members are standing at the back in support.
We would like to offer Taupo as a venue for 2020 for the Conference. I know it has been some
time since Taupo has had a conference. It is a beautiful place to visit. We are hoping everyone
will come down and maybe stay a week longer after conference and enjoy everything we have got
to offer down here. There is a beautiful lake not far away, there’s lovely walks, if you want to go a
little bit crazy there is skydiving or bungy jumping something like that.
Just enjoy a nice hot pool – lovely hot pools down there as well. If we are successful in our bid we
do have a facebook page so we will add information on there and there’s at least one person in
your club that’s on facebook and they can pass on information. We’d like to make a conference
nice and easy, stress free and if anyone has any questions feel free to ring, email, facebook,
whatever. Come and enjoy. Applause.
President - Thank you Taupo
As we have had no other bids for 2020, all those in favour of Taupo being accepted for the
conference 2020 say aye, Carried. Congratulations Taupo you are our hosts for 2020, dates and
venue will be advised.
I would like someone to move that all voting papers be destroyed by the scrutineers at the
conclusion of plaque selection at the end of the AGM. Thankyou.
Maureen McNamara, North Otago/Sarah Moore, Gisborne Carried
Open the floor for an open discussion.
Any financial member of the NZCDG Inc may speak at this time again new material must be
presented each time you speak. Would anyone like to speak?
Sarah Moore, Gisborne – It is with great concern we have so many members yet on the Executive
we have so many members re-standing. Why can we not have new members standing and have
new blood. No disrespect to the people that are re-standing so that the committee can carry on but
come on, I’ve been there, I didn’t want to do it, it was hard but you get to meet some amazing
people, have a lot of fun and learn how the guild works.
President - Thank you Sarah. Thank you very much for that. I said in my President’s Report it’s is
a lot of work in some respects and you do have to be able to answer emails very quickly but I fully
support what Sarah is saying.
Diana Clark, Canterbury – Thankyou Nelson for your information pack but where is the conference
to be held. It’s not in my bag.
President – I can answer that – until we go and visit the venues, they do have two, and until the
Exec go and visit them then we can’t make that decision.
Diana – just wanting to book motels.
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President – right – normally there would be 2 or 3.
Diana – we would like to get something close to the venue. I gather it’s probably around
Richmond. We will look forward to the magazine when we will find out.
President – and we have to look at costs and look at venues and we will make that decision and
get that information out to members as soon as we can.
Elaine Goldthorpe, Whangarei – I would like to propose a vote of thanks to the committee from last
year especially to Bev, to come in in your first or second year on the committee is hard. People
are running around chasing their tails trying to get things done. Whatever the conference turns out
like, it really doesn’t matter. We’d just like to thank you for all the hard work. Applause.
Bev – thank you Elaine. I appreciate that.
Joy McKenzie, Foveaux – I’m deeply concerned about what has been going on in the Guild in this
past year and I’m sure a lot of you people also are. It was very, very disturbing to receive an
anonymous letter through the mail, not signed, no postmark, nothing – that really disturbed me. I
don’t know where it came from and you probably don’t know either. I just want to lend my support
to the Executive for the hard times you have had this year. I know it’s difficult, I’ve been there
myself so I know what you are going through. I just felt, maybe, that the members deserve some
sort of explanation if that’s not putting you on the spot Bev because I know that could be difficult to
answer but we don’t know what was going on but to receive things like that especially when we are
all here mostly as hobbyists and we are here to meet people and have fun and enjoy our cake
decorating. So if you can, I respect if you decline to answer but from the deep south we really
don’t know what is going on and I’m quite concerned about it. (Partial applause)
President – thank you Joy for asking that question. It has been a very hard year. The letter
referred to came from one person at the time of their resignation from the Executive committee.
I’m unsure what was meant by the statement as I have no indication that the Judges in general
have a desire to relinquish their status as NZCDG Inc Certified Judges or become a completely
independent body. That’s what was stated in the letter, and then there were two letters, and
unfortunately, I don’t know who sent those letters on. We were as disturbed as everybody else
was to think that it had involved every member of our Branches and what else can I say…. I hope
now, that a member of the Judges, Michele Barnett and myself have asked Helen Corder to come
in and with her advice and guidance and step forward and negotiate with us for better working
relations. The Judges and the Executive are … I made the mistake at one point of saying ‘who are
the Judges’ yes they work under the umbrella of the NZCDG Inc, they have their badges so my
interpretation was they were a subcommittee. That was incorrect because a subcommittee of the
Guild should have been a subcommittee of our Executive not the Judges. So that didn’t go down
well and we tried retracting that and it didn’t work, so it grew from there, I’m sorry. There were a
number of issues that came forward and I can’t say any more than that, except hopefully we are on
the right track.
If there is nothing more to discuss for this AGM then I would like to declare this meeting closed at
3.10pm
I would like to thank you all for your attendance and again for all your support in my nomination for
Presidency. Thank you. Applause
The next Annual General Meeting will be held at Waimea Club, Nelson, on Friday 1st
November 2019.
These Minutes are yet to be confirmed. Approval for distribution is given.

Bev Carter
President
New Zealand Cake Decorators Guild Inc
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Presidents Report 2018
It is with pleasure that I present my Presidents report for the 2018, 32nd Annual General Meeting of
the New Zealand Cake Decorators Guild Incorporated.
We welcome to Wellington 212 members, and several non-members, that have registered for
Conference. Our Hosts, Wellington Cake Decorators Guild, are enthusiastic and well prepared, to
ensure we all have an enjoyable conference in the Capital City.
Our Membership currently stands at 686 members, consisting of, 4 Lone Members, 9 Life
Members and 8 Overseas Members, encompassing 41 Branches. We continue to see a decline in
our Membership, however we must focus on the positive, and congratulate every member, for the
contribution and support they give to their own Branch, and the Guild as a whole. Waitakere
remain the largest North Island Branch with 65 members and Westland remain the largest South
Island Branch with 25 Members. To all Office Bearers in every Branch, thank you for your
dedication and hard work. Our personal lives are busy, and to have hardworking committees
working in the background of every Branch is a credit to you all. Keep up the good work.
This year the Executive Committee meetings have been hosted by and held in, Nelson, Tauranga,
Franklin and Wellington. A huge thank you to those branches for giving their time in organising
accommodation, meeting venues, transport and much more. It has been a pleasure getting to
know you and sharing your hospitality.
I must now record an apology to Waitakere, for an error made in the President’s Report last year,
when it was reported that Tauranga had won the People’s Choice Award for the Plaque in 2016,
when in fact it was Waitakere who were the recipients of this award.
Finance has been a high priority this year and I cannot stress enough the importance of strictly
controlling escalating costs. With our trending decline in membership we are struggling to maintain
our financial viability while facing much tougher trading costs. The committee has continued to
closely monitor costs, and with future stringent cutbacks in mind, we must work toward re-couping
the deficit we find ourselves in today. We envisage computerised receipts and printouts as well as
using our newly developed website as a valuable starting point.
Our thanks must go Heidi Dunning who is our Web Master who has worked hard for the Guild this
year taking over full responsibility as Web Master. Our new website lends itself to increasing
awareness, giving greater opportunities to advertise the Guild, along with Facebook we are on the
up. We now have a wonderful marketing tool, for Branches to provide the appointed Web Liaison
person, with flyers and posters on upcoming events. Special thanks must go to Bonnie for her
dedication in presenting the magazine for all members to enjoy, she is totally reliant on Branch
news, photos etc, so please don’t forget her. Helping in the background are the proof readers, Lois
Diaper and Sandra Angove – thank you. Thank you must also go to Geoff Raynel our
photographer, who works quietly in the background snapping those photos for all to order and
enjoy. This year Alistair Crosland has offered to take responsibility for organising and producing
the conference USB. We are appreciative of Alistair taking on this task, as once again high costs
in producing the USB’s meant they were out of reach for many to buy and enjoy. These people all
work tirelessly behind the scenes doing a great job for the Guild. Our thanks must also go to the
team of Stewards and Judges who volunteer to undertake receiving and judging your masterpieces
this year. Thank you one and all.
We are always grateful to our Sponsors and Advertisers for their generosity and continued support
– which assists in keeping our magazine costs down. This year we have 8 Traders from around
NZ and one from Australia, displaying and selling their goods. By supporting them in return, makes
the long distances they travel, at great cost, very worthwhile.
Our Executive team this year, had only two members with more than one year in office, which
meant we had a huge learning task ahead of us. To this end I have been most appreciative of the
help and guidance of Past Presidents in times of need. I have been supported by a wonderful team
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who have stepped into their given roles with dedication and enthusiasm. Dorothy, as our secretary
for her untiring efforts throughout the year, her 6 years of Executive experience was invaluable.
Judith, our Treasurer, having served 8yrs on the Executive, has done a sterling job under difficult
circumstances with rising costs. Debbie, Vice President and Conference administrator, was the
exact person to tackle ongoing venue issues and administrative costs. No one could have done
better. Shona – who served her 1st year as Demonstrator Secretary and 2019 Conference Liaison,
and Marrian who served her 1st year as Magazine and Trades Liaison have both brought valuable
input to our meetings. My sincere thanks to you all. Christine Willoughby our 3rd committee
member, resigned from the Executive committee in September at a time her portfolio of
Conference Liaison was just coming into full flow. Her second portfolio was Web Liaison.
Christine, we thank you very much for the contributions you made up until your resignation.
Dorothy and Judith are stepping down this year having collectively served 14 years on the
Executive in various positions. We thank them both sincerely for the time they have selflessly
dedicated to the guild. It would not pay to make known the voluntary man hours these two ladies
have contributed over those 14 years. It has been a credit to both and we wish them the very best
for the future.
Personally, I have found this year challenging, enjoyable and rewarding, and thank the members,
for your continued support. I could not have done it without you. I totally support the Constitution
recommendation that the President and Vice President shall have at least one year on the
Executive Committee and a maximum term in each position of three years. My recommendation
would be a preference for two years’ service prior to taking on President and Vice President, as
todays changing world brings many new challenges and scenarios. A new set of eyes ensures
Policies and Procedures and our Constitution are brought into line for the 21st century, enabling our
Guild to keep pace with change. I do encourage members to step forward for nomination onto the
Executive. With only 4 meetings plus the AGM, per year much of the planning and communication
is done via e-mail, so being disciplined to answer e-mails promptly, along with using Word and
Excel, plus a sense of humour are the only real requirements.
Enjoy Conference, renew friendships, make new friends, keep well and travel safe until we meet
again.
Bev Carter, President 2018
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Magazine Editor Report 2018
Good afternoon. This, my second report, begins with a request for material for your magazine.
Last year my report mentioned it is wonderful to have more branches contributing their branch
news. However, this year, while we had nine and eight branches submit their news for the January
and July issues, we had six for the April issue and only three for the October issue.
I would like to receive more demonstration notes from demonstration days and branch meetings
which are always of interest to me and I feel very positive they are of interest to other members.
So are photos. I have seen photos showing beautiful work both simple and creative ideas. Not
many of them have reached the Editor’s desk.
Your contributions to the magazine are important.
On a more positive note I do thank everyone who has contributed, it is appreciated.
Thank you to Marrian McGonigal the Magazine Liaison and the proof readers Lois Diaper and
Sandra Angove for your assistance this year it is appreciated.
I continue to look forward to receiving your communications, whether it be in word or pictures or
even ideas.
Bonnie Henry, Magazine editor

Judges Co-ordinator’s Report 2018
Good afternoon everybody. It gives me great pleasure to report to the members of the New
Zealand Cake Decorators’ Guild Incorporated the various happenings from the Judges’ realm this
year.
It has been a very busy year for us, beginning with the Judges’ Training School.
In April this year, Bonnie Henry and Sandra Angove ran a four-day Judges’ Training School in
Napier. This was assisted by Rosemary Ballard and myself. Julie Ede observed throughout the
course, so she is prepared and able to run future training courses in the South Island. This school
took a huge amount of planning and organisation and I’m sure I express the sentiments of all cake
decorators when I thank them for their dedication to this task.
Four of the five participants graduating from this course have now completed all tasks and
requirements associated with their training and are now fully-fledged Judges. The fifth is currently
undertaking the final requirement to become a Judge by judging a section in the competition as we
speak. Our best wishes for your success, Greg.
Hopefully, all of you read the published report in the Guild magazine, so there is no need for me to
elaborate further at this point except to point out that in order for future Judges’ Training Schools,
there must be trained stewards coming along who are willing to train as judges.
Stewards’ Training School
Again, the dedication of Bonnie and Sandra enabled a Stewards’ course to be held in Napier,
where they trained members from Napier and Gisborne branches as stewards. I understand there
was considerable robust discussion on the finer points of competition schedules, and the
importance of the language used when writing such schedules, as this sets the parameters to
enable a competitor to design and create their entry. Again, many thanks to Sandra and Bonnie
for their work on this course.
Once stewards have trained and have been actively assisting at cake shows, after two years they
could have met the criteria to enable them to train to become a judge. So if you have a passion for
cake decorating and wish to lift your game and understanding of the craft, I urge you to begin by
training as a steward. If you are in the South Island or wish to travel there, we plan to have a
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steward training course in early 2019, but to run one, we need participants. Please give it some
thought….we need you!
Competitions
It was really pleasing to see that many Judges took the opportunity to create competition work for
the recent Wellington Regional Sugarcraft Show. Wellington Show committee, we really appreciate
the time and effort you spend organising and running this show each year; it’s an annual mammoth
task, and the Judges sincerely thank you for the opportunity for us to use our skills in judging the
quality offerings that this show attracts. In addition to providing a showcase for adult cake
decorators, the Wellington Show also plays a major role in attracting entries from younger
generations, fostering their interest and assisting them to develop their skills and perpetuate the
craft. I trust your show was highly successful in showcasing our art to the public.
Gisborne also hosted a successful show this year, and remember we’d love to see the results and
photos of competitors’ creations in our magazine.
Judges’ Upskilling
Once again, Judges have had an opportunity to upskill with Francine Thomas, a local Tauranga
florist, a national floristry judge, and both a national and international demonstrator in the world of
floral art and an International winner. The focus this time for us was on colour, the use of the colour
wheel and how the colour wheel names and provides different colour combinations.
Upskilling at this level teaches us, the Judges, the intricacies of colour, its application to sugar and
cold porcelain art and ways to make it work so that it enhances each composition. In turn, this
enables us to assist you with your own creations to give them that extra ‘Wow factor’.
As you know, each Judge is passionate about this art field of cake decorating, and we are
constantly researching the latest trends. Not just on social media, but by growing flower bulbs and
plants to see each stage of the growth of the flowers to be judged, taking numerous photos, pulling
flowers apart, scanning them for future reference of colour and size. I know other Judges who also
take their roles to this extreme.
In conclusion, we are here for the betterment of cake decorating with our fellow members, the
sharing of skills, techniques and information, and for the friendship and unity among us to be
strong and transparent. We want this to continue for it provides us with challenges, connections
and a creative outlet, opportunities to strive for higher skill levels and to grow our knowledge of this
amazing art form. That is why we are here; that is why we have trained as national Judges, which
is a long-term commitment of service to you all.
To this end we have been working on a ‘Policies and Procedures’ document in conjunction with the
Executive to ensure we all move forward together and continue to be on the same page in the
future.
Christine Willoughby, Judges’ Coordinator
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New Zealand Cake Decorators Guild Inc.
12 September 2018
To: Executive Committee Members, Branch Presidents, Secretaries, and Lone
Members
I am pleased to be able to forward to you a copy of the Annual Financial Report of the NZ Cake
Decorators Guild Inc. for the financial year 1 July 2017 to 30 June 2018. Also included is the
Reviewer’s Report.
It would be appreciated if you could take time to discuss the report with your committee and
members prior to your delegate(s) travelling to the AGM in Wellington. Please ensure that your
delegates have a copy of this report with them at the AGM for reference.
You will note that the overall Expenditure exceeded Income by $10,601. A summary has been
prepared providing breakdowns and comparison for the past three years, which is also attached.
The summary shows the 2018 Guild’s Income from Subscriptions, Interest, and Magazine
Advertising etc., was not enough to cover expenses for magazine, postage, Executive Travel,
Judges Travel etc. Taking expenditure for Promotional Funding into account there is a shortfall of
$3,921. In the 12 months to 30th June 2018, Conference expenditure exceeded Income $6,281,
giving an overall shortfall of $10603.
It should be noted when Promotional funding for Branches was introduced, it was envisaged that
this would be from the accumulated funds the Guild had available.
With non-Conference expenditure falling this year, Promotional Funding for Branches may not
always be possible to achieve, and your Executive are considering ways to economise, via the
Remit proposing to no-longer print and distribute the AGM Minutes to all members, but instead to
make these available on the Guild website and post on request.
Executive travel cost is always closely monitored; it may become necessary to not always accept a
branch invitation if this would result in high travel costs.
Magazine costs are a significant part of the expenses and will be reviewed, to ensure that the best
possible prices are being achieved. We note that most of the overseas magazines the Guild
receives are now online e-magazines, we have no current plans to follow suit, but it may be
something to be considered in the future, feedback would be welcome.
As of today, our membership is 685, and as Treasurer I have recommended a modest subscription
increase to $33.00 and overseas membership to NZ $49.00. This will help to reduce the use of
accumulated funds for general expenditure in the future.
When considering the suggested subscription increase, your members might look at the Guild’s
Bank balances ($68,181 at 30th June), and wonder why the increase is needed. We advise:
1. At 30th June we are only 3 months into our subscription year, and only 75% of the subscription
income, i.e. $15,000, is available to cover expenses for the period to 31st March in the following
year.
2. It is prudent to have a contingency reserve of, say 1 year’s subscription income, $20,000.
3. Some Conference expenses are incurred well before any income is received, so perhaps
$15,000 as a reserve for this purpose.
This is a total of $50,000, which leaves just $18,000 actually available to cover any shortfalls in our
general operating costs, provide Promotional Funding, or to cover a Conference shortfall.
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If your Branch has any queries relating to the Annual Financial Report, please contact me in writing
or e-mail treasurer@nzcakeguild.co.nz by 13th October 2017. This will allow me to provide a full
and comprehensive answer to your query at the AGM.
I would also like to take this opportunity to thank my partners on the Executive and branch
treasurers, Helen Corder for her support during the year, and members for their support and
encouragement. I look forward to seeing many of you in Nelson as a Conference attendee.
Kind Regards

Judith Crosland
Treasurer
NZ Cake Decorators Guild Inc.
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